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Responsible AI that ensures your writing and reputation shine


Work with an AI writing partner that helps you find the words you need—to write that tricky email, to get your point across, to keep your work moving.


Sign up  It’s free

Sign up with Google


By signing up, you agree to the Terms and Conditions and Privacy Policy. California residents, see our CA Privacy Notice.



Sorry, your browser doesn't support embedded videosThe user composes a project proposal using Grammarly, User can use Grammarly to make text more persuasive,user can use writing suggestions to add a deadline to a Slack message being sent






Trusted by 70,000+ teams and  30 million people







Better writing,
better results


Be perfectly professional, clear, and convincing in a few clicks, not a few hours.





The right text
for the context


Get personalized suggestions based on what you’re writing and who will read it.





Works where
you work


Grammarly works across all the apps and sites you use. No copying, no pasting, no context switching.





Never go out of style


Grammarly understands both your personal style and your brand style guide to help you find your voice.





This is responsible AI


Don’t compromise on security. We never sell your data, provide it for advertising purposes, or allow third parties to use it to train their models.

Learn more





Sorry, your browser doesn't support embedded videosAn animation of Grammarly’s product shows an example of rephrased text where typos from the original text are fixed, and the sentence is made more concise.


Sorry, your browser doesn't support embedded videosAn animation of Grammarly’s product shows an example of Grammarly amending email text in order to strengthen the call to action for business customers. 


Sorry, your browser doesn't support embedded videosAn animation shows 10 logos of products where Grammarly works, with a cursor clicking on Slack, Outlook, and Notion, and a text box displaying relevant Grammarly prompts for each application. 


Sorry, your browser doesn't support embedded videosAn animation shows Grammarly within a Zendesk text box providing suggestions to follow the brand style guide, and achieve a more confident tone.


Sorry, your browser doesn't support embedded videosAn animation showing Grammarly’s logo at the center of nine rotating bubbles containing graphics representing Grammarly’s various security accreditations.






For Enterprise

What’s the ROI on Better Writing?


17x. Organizations that deploy Grammarly save an average of $5,000 per employee per year.
Data stays private, productivity rises, inbox numbers drop, and teams can focus on
what they should do, not on how they should say it.



Explore Enterprise

Contact Sales





20 days
saved annually per user


Mihai Fonoage
VP of Engineering


Learn More



50%
fewer writing and editing hours


Jenna Kozel-King
VP of Corporate Marketing


Learn More



$210K
saved in the first nine months


Lauren Reed
Content Strategist 


Learn More



3x
faster editing process


Tonya Fowler
Global Research VP & Practice Leader


Learn More



66%
improvement of writing quality


Debbie Cotton
Sr. Manager, Culture and Communications


Learn More



92%
style-guide feature adoption


Janine Anderson
Managing Editor


Learn More



4.9/5
customer satisfaction rating


Jimmy Snyder
Associate Director of Platform Support


Learn More









You Spend Half Your Workweek Writing


But only some of this time is productive. Find out how AI can help you communicate better, not more.




Get the Report
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